How to Register for a Spanish Class

Students who have already taken Spanish and plan to continue at John Cabot University should take the Spanish Placement Test before registering for a Spanish class. This test is available online year-round; for the most accurate placement recommendation, take it just before the semester you actually plan to study the language.

The Spanish Placement Test is divided into three parts. Your previous knowledge of Spanish will determine which parts of the exam you will need to take:

- Take Part A of the Placement Test if you have had 1 semester of Spanish instruction.
- Take Parts A and B of the Placement Test if you have had 2 semesters of Spanish instruction.
- Take Parts A, B and C of the Placement Test if you have had 3 semesters of Spanish instruction.

If you have little or no previous exposure to Spanish, register for Introductory Spanish I (SP 101); there is no need to take the test.

If you want to register for a Spanish class:

1. Print these instructions so that you can refer to them later.
2. Follow the link below and take the Placement Test online.
3. Questions regarding the test or your score should be sent to Professor Gina Siddu Pilia (gsiddupilia@johncabot.edu).

To access the online placement test:

Go to http://moodle.johncabot.edu and login.

- Create your account
- password: spanishjcu
- submit your test

*** PLEASE NOTE *** You are allowed to take this test ONLY ONCE.

Ethics Statement

You are expected to behave in an ethical manner while taking the online Spanish placement test. You must take this test without receiving assistance from anyone else and without the help of any document (no notes, no book, no dictionary, no Internet materials).